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Orlando–The Magic pounded the Hawks on the boards and outscored them 29-11 from the free-throw line. 

That’s how they won while shooting 34 percent from the field and committing 16 turnovers.

The deficit on the boards is can be chalked up to Dwight beasting and Al playing only 26 minutes 
because of L.D.’s two-foul rule. The disparity in free throws is a Dwight production, too, because it’s 
become clear that Twin (and to a lesser extent, Zaza) is the only Hawks big with any hope of preventing 
him from shooting 100 percent in the post.

•

Despite all of that, the Hawks had a chance to win after I thought they looked beat down and done. They 
suddenly came alive for a 10-0 run: Smoove’s running hook shot, Al’s baseline drive, a J and floater by 
Joe floater and Al’s block leading to his dunk.

•

But then Turkoglu scored on a tough driving basket over Al and Al missed a challenged iso jumper. J-
Rich shook free for a 3 and Al missed a 3-point try. “I think that towards the end we couldn’t get 
organized a couple times on the offensive end and forced me to take a couple tough shots that I usually 
don’t take,” Al said.

•

So that was the end of the rally. The Hawks headed back to Philips with the split.•
“That’s all you can ask for,” Josh said. “If you can’t get two of them try to steal one. We’ve still got the 
home-court advantage. We’ve just got to be able to come in to a sellout crowd at Philips Arena, the 
Highlight Factory and try to use our fan advantage to win games.”

•

He looked into the camera when he said that last part about a sellout. It was a plea to fans.•
The officiating was a mess with bodies banging all over the place, lots of rebounds and hard screens. 
The Magic cranked up their D but the Hawks thought they came out on the short end of calls.

•
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“Some were fouls that wasn’t called,” Smoove said. “It is what it is. I think we handled the physicality 
well. I think we cranked up our defense as well. We have just got to make sure we box out next time 
because we played pretty good defense in the half court.”

•

The Magic didn’t wait to double team J.J. this time. An extra man came pretty much any time he got 
inside the 3-point line. Joe didn’t make good or quick decisions, dribbled headlong into traffic and pretty 
much stagnated the offense.

•

“He wasn’t a sharp as he was in Game 1,” L.D. said. “Clearly they were going to play him a lot more 
physical. I don’t think there was anything else about that. He is going to have to look at the film and see 
how they are playing him, do things quicker. He will bounce back.”

•

The Magic had to give up something while chasing Joe but Marvin missed the open jumpers that were 
available.

•

It’s not that Orlando’s role players hurt the Hawks: They were 18 of 66 from the field to Dwight’s 9 of 12. 
It’s just that they made timely shots after missing a bunch and played much better team defense in front 
of Dwight than in Game 1.

•

“Our guys’ effort tonight was above and beyond,” Stan Van Gundy said. “When you can shoot 34 
percent in a playoff game and win it, I’ve got to be very proud of guys and just hope at some point guys 
will start making some shots.”

•

L.D. had some weird sub patterns tonight.•
Josh Powell, not Zaza, was the first big off the bench when Al got two early fouls. Didn’t Powell already 
prove in Game 1 that he’s no match for Dwight? Hilton Armstrong got a turn against Dwight, too, and 
was ineffective.

•

Twin was solid against Dwight. He helped force three turnovers on Dwight’s first four post-ups but 
played only three minutes in the second quarter then didn’t play after an 8-minute stint in the third as 
Zaza got most of the minutes against Dwight.

•

“We got into a rhythm with Zaza out there,” Drew said. “I did not want to disrupt that. I thought Zaza did 
a really good job. We just couldn’t stop [Dwight].”

•

Al didn’t go back in after those two early fouls. The Magic wrecked the Hawks for 15 of their 16 first-half 
offensive boards with Al on the bench but somehow trailed just 48-42 at the half.

•

“The guys were playing well,” Al said. “It was just unfortunate that we are giving up offensive rebounds. 
That was the only thing that was a little frustrating. The defense was great. I think I finished up the game 
with two fouls. It’s kind of one of those things it is going to be up to [Drew]. I know he doesn’t want to risk 
it. We were fine today because we played good defense, we were only down six going into the half.”

•

L.D. said he had planned to put Al back in before halftime.•
“When he came out, I told him to be prepared to go back in the second quarter,” Drew said. “My thought 
process behind that was if we were struggling, I was going to play him. But we actually played very well 
in that second quarter and it wasn’t until late in the second quarter when we hit the bump in the road. At 
that point I didn’t want to put him in and jeopardize him getting his third foul with less than three minutes 
to go.”

•

Al on sitting for that long: “It is tough. I was out of rhythm by the time I came in the second half. It took 
me a while to get going. It’s one of those things. The team player well but we missed some shots.”

•

Dwight played all 48 minutes and finished with five fouls.•
Hinrich was sharp at the start and then just seemed to fade offensively. He’s one of the guys who had 
his space cut off by Orlando’s more aggressive D. “Maybe they had a little bit more sense of urgency 
tonight,” Hinrich said. “But it seemed like at times we got a little bogged down tonight offensively. In 
Game 1 we were just moving that ball.”

•

Al said he banged his right knee with a teammate’s knee in the second half but stayed in the game. He 
had ice on ot for the swelling after the game.

•

Jamal was the only guard who had it going offensively (though got in on the high-degree-of-difficulty 
shooting to do it). L.D. stuck with him late until the Hawks needed some D. He went back to Hinrich and 
later subbed Jamal for Zaza.

•

“Jamal was playing well and making shots,” Drew said. “There came a point where we needed to get 
some spots so I came back with Hinrich, and then came back with Jamal for [Zaza]. I was getting a feel 
who is going good and what do we need at that time.”

•

The Hawks left Orlando with a W, a loss in a near-comeback and home-court advantage. It feels a lot 
different from last year, when they headed back to Atlanta with two listless Ls and no hope of winning 
the series.

•

“It’s a different team,” Al said. “I’ve been trying to tell you guys. It is not the same team as you saw last 
year. I know they are different but we are different. We’re confident.”

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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